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Early Years

Years 1 & 2

What another amazing week we have had in Early Years.

In Year 1 this week we have been continuing to find out
more about our amazing selves. We have been identifying
our body parts in science and using technology to take
photographs of our friends' body parts! We have also
been exploring our emotions through The Colour Monster
book.

The children have been busy getting to know each other
as we have all been in together for full mornings this
week. The absolute highlight though has been staying for
lunches at school! The children have LOVED it!
Here are some quotes that made us smile ☺
“This pizza is the best thing I’ve ever had.”
“We went to the best place ever in school. It had round
chairs to sit on.” (It is so lovely that the children love our
lunch tables which really do have circular seats)
“My jelly is the wobbliest jelly I ever had!”

What a wonderful week we have had in Year 2! This week
we introduced our class text The Night Pirates and have
used this to look at different sentence types including
questions, exclamations and commands. In Science, we
have been thinking about what properties our treasure
would need to have. Some of the children thought that a
stretchy treasure chest would be brilliant as then they
could fit more treasure in but we definitely didn’t want a
transparent treasure chest because then everyone would
see our treasure!!

Years 3 & 4

Years 5 & 6

This week, Year 3 have been learning how to create
and edit a Google doc. We used the Chromebooks and are
now experts at logging in too. The children are working on
making a dragon wanted poster, so far they have inserted
a text box and used Word Art to make sure the title really
stands out. Keep your eyes peeled for the finished results
soon!

In Year 5, we have been exploring Ancient Greek mythical
beasts this week and the legends and stories
surrounding them. We have taken it upon ourselves to
create and describe our own mythical creatures, based on
what we have learnt about Ancient Greek mythology and
expanded noun phrases.

This week in Year 4 we've been writing some fantastic
stories based on "Lost Happy Endings". We were great
scientists when we were classifying different types of
vertebrates. We also have loved learning how to throw
and catch in Lacrosse.

Year 6 children have had an excellent this week and have
definitely settled into school life really well. Numerous
members of staff have commented on how polite and well
mannered the children are. In addition to learning the
'push pass' in hockey, learning about where the ancient
Mayans lived and choreographing a Mayan inspired
dance, the children have enjoyed creating a clay leaf
sculpture to practise their clay skills.

